RURAL TOURISM: THE CONTENT, FEATURES AND TYPES

Despite the active development of rural tourism in Ukraine, this phenomenon is still under scientific study nowadays, which has been manifested by the uncertainty of the key terms; by the lack of clear boundaries, which can separate this type of tourism from other types of tourism activities; by debates about the essence and types of rural tourism. After analyzing the available information the author offers own generalized definition of rural tourism. Rural tourism is a specific entertaining and educational type of tourism, which is based on the tourists’ stay within rural estates, for the purpose of studying the life of peasants, acquaintance with traditional crafts, culture and customs of the rural population, knowledge of the natural, historical and cultural sites in and around rural settlements.

Spatially this type of tourism is limited to the territory of rural settlements, their surroundings, adjacent areas and lands which are used or were used in agricultural production in the recent past. Rural tourism includes various types of tourist-recreational activities – relaxational and cognitive, nature-oriented and those using historical-cultural and industrial resources of the countryside. Rural tourism is a multifaceted phenomenon which can be viewed from different angles: as a specific type of tourist-recreational activities that takes place in rural areas; as a form of private entrepreneurship in rural areas which can become a source of significant financial income of peasant families and local budgets under certain conditions; as a way of maintaining sustainable development of rural areas through effective, balanced use of natural, historical-cultural and human resources, the preservation and promotion of ethnic-cultural identity of the peasantry, protection and perception of the environment.
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Defining of the problem. Despite the fact that agricultural industry belongs to the flagships of the economic, the rural population of Ukraine exists in difficult socio-economic conditions nowadays which causes the intense depopulation of rural settlements as a result of natural causes as the residents leaving for the cities.

But despite this, rural areas in Ukraine are characterized: by the presence of many interesting natural and historical-cultural objects; by comfortable enough conditions to live in a natural environment; by unique culture and traditions; by a significant amount of uninvolved labour resources that can be used in the process of organization of tourist-recreational activities on their territory. Besides, a sustained interest for relaxation within organizations to live in a natural environment; by unique cultural identity of the peasantry, knowledge of the natural, historical and cultural sites in and around rural settlements.

However, despite the active development of rural tourism in Ukraine, this phenomenon is still under scientific study nowadays, which has been manifested by the uncertainty of the key terms; by the lack of clear boundaries, which can separate this type of tourism from other types of tourism activities; by debates about the essence and types of rural tourism activities; to offer a clear definition of the key concepts on the basis of the analysis of sources and personal reflections; to reveal the importance of rural tourism for the sustainable development of rural areas.
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The main material of the article. The unambiguous interpretation of the key terms is the guarantee of the effective scientific discussion. The concept of "rural tourism" is the basic concept of this publication, the content of which, at first sight, seems to be quite clear – the type of tourist activity which is carried out in a rural location. However, after analyzing various sources of information we can conclude that clear generally accepted interpretation of this term does not exist in modern tourismology. The definitions of rural tourism that were given by separate authors either substantially differentiate from one another or they are rather formal and do not reveal the specifics of rural tourism. Quite often the concept of "rural tourism" is identified and replaced by other concepts: "ecotourism", "green tourism", "agrotourism", "farm tourism", "country tourism" and some other.

The need of solving such problems was highlighted in the "Project ... on introduction of amendments to the Law of Ukraine "On personal peasant farm" about the development of green tourism (from 02.07.2015) [7]. Particularly, the Project provided that it was advisable to fix the definition of the relevant concepts on the legislative level for proper legislative development of rural tourism in our country. In our opinion, a broad discussion on the conceptual foundations of this type of tourism, including terminology should be preceded by all aforesaid.

The concept "rural tourism" was not mentioned in one of the first dictionaries of geography of tourism and recreation in Ukraine (by O.O. Beydyk, 1993 [2]; 1998 [1]) although the content of such original types of tourism as gynecological and sex tourism had been revealed in details. It is possible to make the assumption that the absence of this notion in gazetteers was caused by the low level of rural tourism development in Ukraine (particularly in the early 90-ies of the XX century); by the lack of scientific understanding and the traditional utilitarian approach to the perception of agriculture as a food producer, but not a potential object of tourism activities. However, the concept of "ecotourism", the content of which was not completely correlated with the "rural tourism", had been pointed out in the dictionary-reference book of O.O. Beydyk (1998) [1]. The author of the dictionary understands the ecological tourism as the visits to the protected areas with the purpose of acquaintance with nature, methods and forms of environmental protection with the minimal tourist impact on the environment.

American and Western European scientists had developed somewhat broader understanding of ecological tourism. So the Union of ecotourism of the USA [11] formulates the following definition: "ecological tourism are the travels to the places with the untouched nature, which do not lead to violation of the integrity of ecosystems; are conducted with the aim of gaining an understanding about natural, cultural-ethnographic features of this territory; the creation of very specific economic conditions, in which the nature conservation becomes profitable to the local population, are realized". Rural tourism answers the criteria of ecological tourism in compliance with this formulation.

According to the Oxford dictionary of tourism and hotel business (in the original language – Dictionary of Travel, Tourism and Hospitality), edited by S. Medlik [11], "rural tourism is a type of relaxational tourism focused on the rural areas, which envisages the development of tourist routes, places for recreation, agricultural and folk museums as well as centers for tourists...".

But let us turn to the works of the specialists, who have studied rural tourism in Ukraine. We agree with these scientists [3; 4; 9], that the concepts of "rural tourism", "ecological tourism" and "agrotourism" are not completely identical and must be clearly delineated, although close to each other. The broadest among these is the concept of "ecological tourism", which covers all types of tourism activities within the little-changed human territories and provides a balanced use of their natural and historical-cultural resources for sustainable development of the regions (S. Novytska, 2013 [5]). Thus, rural tourism can be considered as a kind of environmental one. To emphasize the orientation of rural tourism in the areas with little anthropogenic influence, the characteristic “green” has been used. The notion "rural green tourism" now appears frequently in scientific-popular literature, primarily to determine its nature-oriented components.

It can be mostly understood as the agrotourism, (T.Y. Luzhanska, 2008 [4]) a tourist activity that is concentrated in rural areas and involves using of rural households for recreation, attracting tourists to traditional forms of management, analyzing the processes of agricultural industry and customs of a particular region. Agrotourism can take many forms, but it always includes the provision of services to tourists visiting a rural estate. Therefore, the concept of "rural tourism" is much broader than the concept of "agrotourism". Those types of tourism activities in rural areas, which are not related to agricultural industrial activities, cannot be carried out according to this determination of agrotourism. Agrotourism, country, green, ethnic, farm types of tourism are often considered by experts [4; 9] as separate forms (types) of the organization of rural tourism, which differ in the main purpose of stay and resource base.

Thus, after analyzing the available information, we can propose our own definition of rural tourism. Rural tourism is a specific entertaining and educational type of tourism, which is based on the stay of tourists within the rural estates, with the aim of studying the life of peasants, acquaintance with traditional crafts, culture and customs of the rural population, knowledge of the natural, historical-cultural sites in and around rural settlements (Yu.Yu. Onoyko, V.S. Krolik, 2012 [6; 7]). This definition highlights the specific features of rural tourism, which constitute its essence and distinguish it from other types of tourist activities.

1. Spatially, rural tourism is limited by the territory of rural settlements, their surroundings, the surrounding areas and lands that are used or were used in agricultural production in the recent past. This approach allows separating more clearly rural tourism from urban and suburban types of tourism, and those types of ecological tourism, which are concentrated on the territories which are far away from any settlements.
2. Rural tourism includes different types of tourism and recreational activities: entertaining and informative, nature-oriented and those that use historical-cultural and production resources of rural areas.

Nature-oriented forms of rural tourism have been described by the definition of "rural green tourism". Agrotourism is based primarily on using of the productive resources of households, but the historical-cultural resources of rural areas are the ethnic base of rural tourism. Farm and country tourism belong to the varieties of agrotourism. Farm tourism includes a visit to the agricultural farm with animals, where tourists watch the animals, have fun and take care of them. A visit to the horse farm with services such as horseback riding can be a good example of farm tourism. Country tourism is presented by having a rest on the basis of own private housing stock in the countryside (T.Yu. Luzhanska, 2008 [4]).

3. Rural lifestyle, traditions and crafts of rural residents, their agricultural activities, festivals, traditional rural buildings, rural estates, museums, historical, cultural and natural sites (mostly biotic and water) rural areas are the most important attractions of rural tourism.

4. The rural households (green manor, a hospitable mansion, eco-estate, agro-estate, farmsteads), which on the one hand are the place of stay and overnight stays, and on the other – specific tourist attraction, are most frequently considered as the basis for the organization and conducting of rural tourism.

5. A key role in the organization of rural tourism has been carried out by the rural residents (farmers) in rural areas. They provide their homes and farms to the needs of tourists, develop tourist routes and excursions, trips and cultural programs, act as guides, maintain the natural, historical-cultural tourist attractions in good conditions, provide transportation and meals for tourists, rent of tourist equipment, produce and sell souvenirs for tourists. Besides the everyday life, customs and production activities of peasants are also the main bait-attraction of rural tourism.

6. Rural tourism can be considered from different perspectives: as a specific type of tourism and recreational activities that is provided in rural location; as a form of private entrepreneurship in rural areas, which becomes a source of significant financial income of peasant families and local budgets under certain conditions; as a means of maintaining sustainable development of rural areas through the effective usage of natural, historical-cultural and human resources, preservation and promotion of ethnic-cultural identity of the peasantry, protection and knowledge of the environment. The diversity of rural tourism and its socio-economic importance for rural areas and their inhabitants follows from these positions.

Conclusions. Therefore, rural tourism in Ukraine requires proper attention from the authorities, local communities, businesses, and academia as one of the main ways of ensuring sustainable development of rural territories, a promising direction for effective solutions to a number of socio-economic problems of the rural population and the need to preserve natural, historical-cultural heritage of the Ukrainian village. There are actual problems of the improvement of theoretic-methodological and normative-legal frameworks of rural tourism development, in particular the comprehensive scientific study of the phenomenon, establishing definitions of the key terms, a clear delineation of rural tourism from related species, understanding of its nature, capabilities, strengths and weaknesses, public discussion and approval of corresponding normative-legal acts remain before scientists for today.
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